
 

Chigoli Partnerships 

Ball Partner 

 

 

Referred to as:  Ball Partner 

Duration:  2 years 

$ (USD):  $5,000 Per Annum  

 

Impact: This partnership funds 100 co-branded (Ball Partner/Chigoli), durable, quality footballs for Chigoli Academy 

each year helping drive our professional reputation and appearance of the Academy. These balls then appear 

throughout content marketing strategy for Chigoli. Including video, images, social media (Twitter, Facebook, 

Instagram, Youtube) on an ongoing basis. 

Balls are produced by Alive and Kicking. A not for profit that manufactures balls in Africa, for 

Africa. Alive and Kicking produce balls in Lusaka, generating employment for over 50 families. 

Chigoli can procure a high quality, custom designed ball at great price due to Zambia being in 

SADC and therefore the balls being exempt from import duty as other brands who 

manufacture outside SADC face. This is a win-win for Africa. As well as being great to play 

with, Alive and Kicking balls are more durable than the average ball, made to deal with the 

often-rough surfaces African football is played upon. www.aliveandkicking.org 

‘Our balls are hand-stitched in Kenya, Zambia and Ghana. Made from African leather, they are built to last in tough 

terrain.’ 

Key Benefits To Partner: 

- Referred to as ‘Ball Partner’. 

- Logo on Homepage and ‘Our Partners’ webpage - www.chigoli.org. 

- 3-minute video feature created by Chigoli to showcase the partnership and Chigoli balls. 

- Initial press release, plus one press release a year regarding partnership impact. Distributed to Chigoli media 

list (and for Ball Partner to distribute required). 

- Access to promote and have brand presence at Chigoli Community Programme events. 

- Shirt Partner logo on back of Chigoli match shirts. 

- Regular social media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram) coverage. 

- Feature in Chigoli newsletters (Dedicated newsletter to announce partnership, then annual feature). 

- Brand association with Chigoli and other partners. 
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